Select Max Before Corn

In Indiana, spring can be unpredictable and in some situations an early planted corn field is met by cold wet weather resulting in a poor stand. When this happens, cleaning up the existing stand of corn is required before replanting. In the past couple of years the problem of controlling Roundup Ready corn has complicated a corn replant situation. The use of graminicides to clean up the volunteer corn before replanting corn has been difficult due to crop rotation restrictions for these herbicides.

Valent has received new supplemental labeling for use of Select Max on field corn. Select Max can be used only in a replant situation. Apply up to 6 fl oz/A no sooner than 6 days before replanting. Add NIS at 0.25% and 2.5 to 4 lb/A AMS. Do not use MSO or COC. Apply to corn that is 12 inches or less. Avoid overlapping the boom for overlaps may result in rates that can cause excessive crop injury.

*Always read before buying and follow pesticide labeles when using pesticides.*
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